Wordly Wise 3000 Book 2
Box 1: Class Description
This year-long course covers the first grade language arts
vocabulary content noted below. Weekly certificated contact will
be completed through direct personal contact with an
HQ/certificated teacher in an on-site HC class. At least one state
standard will be covered in this course.

Box 2: Learning Materials
The curriculum, books, supplies, materials, web-sites, and other
sources used for this course are: Wordly Wise 3000 Book 2
teachers manual and workbooks. (make additions as you see fit)

Box 3: Learning Goals/Performance Objectives
Wordly Wise 3000 Book 2 is a systematic, sequential vocabulary
development. There are 15 lessons divided into 5 units. Each
lesson introduces 10 new vocabulary words.
September:
Lesson 1: calf, claw, couple, cushion, flap, groom, share, shelter,
yard, zero
October:
Lesson 2: accident, acrobat, alarm, bounce, enormous, gap, scoop,
support, tangle, weigh
Lesson 3: antenna, balance, boulder, cliff, joint, machine, motor,
muscle, planet, slope
November:
Lesson 4: ape, brain, branch, cavern, chimney, dozen, flame, net,
spear, torch
First ½ of Lesson 5: absorb, anchor, brush, bud, center

December:
Second ½ of Lesson 5: core, factory, hive, sapling, trunk
January:
Lesson 6: cone, cube, earth, fern, fuel, grain, lizard, miner, present,
seam
Lesson 7: badge, banner, corner, design, display, fold, parade,
rectangle, salute, tread
February:
Lesson 8: aquarium, cage, club, faucet, flood, gift, icicle, imitate,
pearl, valley
Lesson 9: aboard, blast, career, cautious, girder, inventor, rotate,
story, strand, tower
March:
Lesson 10: astronomy, besides, crater, degree, diameter, gaze,
gravity, reflect, telescope, universe
Lesson 11: atlas, aware, boar, equator, fang, fierce, hoof, journey,
local, rare
April:
Lesson 12: arch, attention, award, collapse, demolish, excess,
outline, sculpture, spade, utensil
Lesson 13: bustle, channel, connect, empire, mention, peak,
scholar, settle, vehicle zigzag
May:
Lesson 14: adult, clump, curious, gratitude, herd, newcomer, plain,
stalk, tusk, wealthy
Lesson 15: base, din, discard, dome, gallon, instrument, luxury,
mallet, skill, slight
June:

Review words in lessons 1-15.
(make additions and deletions as you see fit)

Box 4: Learning Activities
The first three-four days of the week the student will complete a
lesson from the curriculum mentioned above. The lesson will be
taught to them, samples will be worked on the whiteboard or pencil
& paper to make sure the student comprehends, picture cards and
concept cards will be used along with the lesson if applicable. The
student will then independently work through a daily assignment to
make sure they understand and show the ability to complete the
learning of the day. Any errors will be corrected. The fourth and
fifth day of each week the student can complete any missed work
and/or practice picture/concept cards that corresponds with each
spelling lesson.
(make additions and deletions as you see fit)

Box 5 Progress Criteria/ Methods of Evaluation
Student monthly progress evaluation is made on the basis of
weekly certificated contact, work samples, communications with
students, communications with parents, and performance in on-site
classes. It is electronically communicated to parents via WINGS. It
is our goal that the student will accomplish approximately 10% of
the goals of this course each month, September through June. The
level of mastery expected is 70% or higher to progress. Methods of
evaluation will include but are not limited to those below, under
the direction of an HQ teacher:
* observation and/or correction of daily and/or weekly work and
progress * daily or weekly discussion of assignments, readings,
writings * correction of work done incorrectly * portfolio kept of
student work, at least weekly * standardized testing (iReady, state

assessments, Iowa Tests, etc.)
(make additions and deletions as you see fit to the asterisks.)

Box 6 Weekly Hours
Please estimate the number of hours your student will work on this
course each week.

